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NOTICE!
P a t Laursen, S k e e t Champ, Margaret Anglin AUIMPORTANT
Rollins girls interested in Chinese Envoy
ushering at any of the eight per(March 14-20) of the
Tells H o w S h e B e c a m e O n e To Take Lead Role formances
Annie Russell Company play, Speaks on New
"Party", with Margaret Anglin
Learns Much In Russell Play as guest star, are asked to leave
Pianist Appears Interviewer
their names at Dean Ander- Order for World
About Subject of Shooting
son's Office immediately.
From Rollins' Sophomore
Famous Broadway Actress to
Walter
Charmbury,
With Symphony on
Professor Shows Dangers of
Appear in "Party", Last
Hu Shih Outlines Steps For
Isolation and Need For
Event of Year for Series
just recently received a letEstablishment of Peace,
Bruce Dougherty Tuesday Evening ter"I from
Refugee Fund Drive Security
International Cooperation
the National Skeet Asat Institute
sociation Board notifying me that
Margaret Anglin, whose fame as
Present Recital Orchestra to Play Overture to I had been elected Captain of the one of the world's great actresses Opens With Aldine
Says Diplomacy Must
1940 National Women's Skeet is the result of innumerable sue
Diplomat Describes
Be Greater Than War
Wagner's "Lohengrin" and Team, and that I was elected the cesses on Broadway over a period
Pianist Has Background as
International State
only woman on Alf-American Men's of almost three decades, has come Baker as Chairman
Concerto With Soloist
Skeet Team, for the second conse-

showing the dangers of isolation and the need for strengthening our diplomatic, economic and
political relations with foreign
countries, Professor James T. Shotwell of Columbia University spoke
Monday evening before an enthusiastic gathering in the Knowles Memorial Chapel of Rollins College.
The session was one of a series
included in the Rollins Institute of
International Relations which is
being sponsored by the Church
Peace Union and Rollins College.
Dr. Shotwell traced briefly the
development of America from Revolutionary War days to the first
World W a r and showed how the
country, protected by tariff barriers from outside competition,
continued relentlessly a policy of
non-interfference in international
politics. Only since the World War,
he said, have we begun to assume
our rightful participation in foreign relations.
"The present crisis," Dr. Shotwell emphasized, "comes upon us
at the very moment when our policies of isolation have reached the
climax in the so-called Neutrality
Legislation. And already we have
seen that its challenge is more farreaching than that of 1917. We are
all hoping that we can find another
way to meet it than that of joining the ranks of the belligerents.
But it IS already clear that the issues a t stake in the present war
are of vital interest to ourselves
and that we cannot turn aside
from the unfinished task of organizing the world for peace with
any safety to ourselves or any hope
for the future."
In advocating diplomacy as an
instrument which should be potentially stronger in working for peace
than for war, Professor Shotwell
pointed to the handicaps under
which our State Department has
to operate. In the first place, he
said, the State Department has no
machinery for feeling the pulse of
public opinion throughout the country, as have the , Departments of
Agriculture and Commerce. Secondly, he deplored, the small size
of the State Department's Budget, declaring that it spent in a
whole year only as much as the
War and Navy Departments together spend in a day.
Citing what he called "the discouraging history of the efforts to
secure American membership in
the World Court, or the controversy over the League of Nations", he said:
"The symbol of our failure in
constructive policies of international peace was the lapse into
policies of isolation in recent years.
Now it is evident to all thinking
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)

NOTICE
The Rollins Student Players
will meet this evening at 7:30
p. m. in the Lab Theatre. The
program of plays for next year
will be discussed.

Music Judge, Concert Musician and Teacher

Walter Charmbury, assoc
professor of piano at Rollins,
will be making his Winter Park
concert debut Friday night whei
appears in joint recital with Bruce
Dougherty, tenor, in the Annie
Russel Theatre, has been enthusiastically received by both the critics and the public of Paris, Londone and New York.
His concert activity includes a
European tour and three transcontinental tours of the United,States
with successful appearance in Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington. Mr. Charmbury's first
successes were obtained as co
tist with Mme Johanna Gadski of
the Metropolitan Opera.
As critical analyst of piano performance, Mr. Charmbury is constantly in demand. He has served
as adjudicator for the Naumburg
Foundation, the National Music
League and for the New York Music Education League. For many
years he was chairman of judges
for the New Jersey Music Contests League, and has also served
as judge for the Federation of Music Clubs' Young Artists Contests,
for the National Piano Teachers
Guild, and in High School Music
Festivals in many states.
Before coming to Rollins College
to teach piano last Fall, he held
the position of Director of Music at
Hood College, as teacher of piano
at the David Mannes Music School
in New York, at the New Jersey
College for Women, and at the Cornell University Summer Session.

Dr. Hutchings Holds
Astronomical Open
House, March 11
Numerous requests have been
made by students, faculty, and
staff for the opportunity of looking
at the planets through the telecsope. Although Mercury has already disappeared and Jupiter sets
early, the other planets are still in
fine position for observation. Monday evening, March 11, from 7:30
to 9:30, Dr. Phyllis Hutchings will
hold open house at the telescope.
In addition to the planets, clusters and double stars will be pointed out to those interested. The
telescope is located behind Rollins
Hall. It is easily reached by following the Holt Avenue sidewalk
to the shore of Lake Virginia and
then by taking the electricallylighted path to the right.

Miss Ann Mundy, highly acclaimed, young American pianist,
will appear as soloist with the Central Florida Symphony Orchestra,
Tuesday evening, March 12, on the
program of the third concert given in the 1940 series by the orchestra under the director, Alexander Bloch.
The prog?-am will open with.
Wagner's Overture to "Lohengrin",
described by Liszt as a mysterious
formula for raising man's soul to
a greater and higher significance
It is a piece of rare beauty and effective living drama, which under
the capable direction of Mr. Bloch
should prove its brilliancy to its
greatest extent.
Next, Miss Mundy will be ;
companied by the full orchestra
Rachmaninoff's Concerto No. 2
C Minor, one of the best known of
his works.
This piece consists of 3 move
ments, Moderato, Adagio sosten
uto, and Allegro scherzando. A
melancholic Slavonic quality in^
terweav^es itself throughout the
theme.
Following this, and a short
termission, the Symphony Orchestra will resume the concert by
playing the famous
Beethoven
Symphony No. 3, the "Eroica".
Originally this work was dedicated to Napoleon Bonaparte. Later,
the symphony was expanded into
an expression of the heroic in mankind, rather than any individual
The first movement with all its
achievements, the second movement, the funeral march suggests
the immortality to be, the scherzo
the disregard of the gay world in
the heroic career, and the fourth
movement, the universal recognition of the glorious achievement
of the heroic life.
Reservations for tickets may be
made with Miss Mary L. Leonard of Winter Park, founder and
manager of the orchestra.
March 13th marks the 13th birthday anniversary of the Central
Florida Symphony Orchestra. Rollins College joins in with its Winter Park public to wish them a
happy birthday, and a long continuation of their success under the
nspirational guidance of their beloved leader, Alexander Bloch.

Chi Omegas Pledge Lacombe
Upsilon Beta of Chi Omega an>unces the pledging of Florence
Lacombe, transfer from Bradford,
into the fraternity. The ceremony
took place Thursday evening, February 29th.

cutive year," said Miss Patricia
Laursen, holder of many national and international titles, in an
interview this week.
Miss Laursen, a resident of Akron, Ohio, and a sophomore in Rollins College, claims her interest in
skeet was the result of shooting at
moving objects of all types, including pennies, dimes, stones and
tin cans, thrown in the air as swift
moving targets, since she was first
given a gun. Her prime interest in
life, up to that time, had been in
riding and showing her father's
three and five-gaited horse, but
she shyly confessed that she was
always falling off or being thrown
from horses, causing her many
bumps and bruises.
Her father, desirous that his
daughter excel in something, gave
her a 22 rifle, never dreaming that
his little seven-year old girl would
be the future national skeet champion.
"Through daily practice and hard
work, I developed a steady hand
and a good power of coordination
among eye, hand and mind, which
is the most important factor
skeet," said Miss Laursen.
"I didn't take up skeet until
about three years ago, and since
then I have practiced daily, not only shooting at clay pigeons, but
also continue my old habit of shooting at pennies and tin cans thrown
in the air."
"When I won the Lordship meet,
at Bridgeport, Connecticut, in 1938,
Dick Shannessey, also holder of
many national titles in skeet, s;
me shoot and seemed interested
my skill. When I lost the meet the
following year to Miss Diana B'
ing, and people were saying I ^
through, Dick encouraged me
keep trying."
"You see," continued Miss Laursen, "it is very easy to become
stale, which means there are periods when even the best skeetshooters in the country can't hit the clay
pigeon accurately. During these
periods, one should stop shooting
for a period of several months, and
then begin all over again."
She confessed her record is only
136, which is 20 less than the women's record of 156. The men's
long-run record is far greater, being over 1100 hits without a miss.
Miss Laursen has competed for
the Ohio State Championship for
the past several years, won the
Lordship meet at Bridgeport, ConA gala time was had by all
Tuesday evening, March 5th, when
two Rollins debaters met a team
from the University of Dayton
in the Woolson English Building.
The topic of the debate was this
year's Pi Kappa Delta question:
Resolved: That the United States
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 6)

to Winter Park to play the leadCommittee to Canvass Camrole in the Annie Russell Compus to Raise Cost of Foreign
pany's final dramatic production
Students' Scholarships
of the year.
The play selected for Miss AngOn February 27, a group of inlin's appearance here is Ivor Novello's comedy, "Party", which was terested students met with Dean
originally written for
Lillian Wise to continue the work of the
Braithwaite for a triumphant Lon- Rollins Refugee Scholarship Comdon engagement. The play will op- mittee which was formed last year.
en Thursday evening, March 14, Aldine Baker was elected chairman
and will run through Wednesday, of the group whose purpose is raising money to bring at least one
March 20.
Miss Anglin will appear with the and perhaps several foreign stuAnnie Russell Company as the re- dents who have either been driven
sult of a personal invitation from or escaped from their homes abroad
Hamilton Holt, who has been an because of Fascist intolerance to
ardent admirer of her work for our campus. Our representative
many years. Equally famous for for this year has been Rudy Toch
her ability as a Shakespearean ac- from Vienna.
The college administration has
tress, a player of Greek tragedies,
and a comedian, Miss Anglin's suc- waived tuition fees and it is the
cesses have included "Hamlet", job of the student committee to
'Monte Cristo" with E. H. Sothern, raise the funds necessary for room,
"Zira", "The Great Divide" with and board and living expenses
Henry Miller, "The Antigone" of which amounts to about $500. This
Sophocles, "Green Stockings" and year's committee hopes through the
"Fresh Fields". In 1927 she was the generosity of the students and facproducer and leading lady of the ulty to collect enough for two such
play "Electra" in the Metropoli- scholarships in order that a student
tan Opera House in New York from Finland may be brought to
Rollins next year. Although the
City.
Miss Lockhart has been holding collection plan has been used here
open tryouts for the play and the so often it seems- now to be the
final cast will soon be announced. only feasible one at present. The
Rehearsals will start immediately. students on the Refugee Committee
will be canvassing the campus for
student and faculty aid during the
next few weeks. These scholarships
cost so little compared to the beefits to be derived from them both
Traveler Acquired Ancient for us and for the European students to whom they are awarded
Chinese Works in Peking
that each Rollins student should
try to give as much as he can afDr. Rosalie Morton, world travel- ford.
er, physician, and a r t connoisseur,
The students selected through
will talk in the Annie Russell Theatre, Saturday morning , March 9, the International Student Service
at 10:30 o'clock on "The psychol- whose offices are located here in
ogy of Caricature as Illustrated in the United States and in Vienna,
Berlin, and Geneva are the most
Ancient Chinese Rock Carving."
The special subject of her lec- highly qualified and whose achieveture will be a series of religious ments and personality put them on
caricatures presented to her by the a level with our Rhodes Scholars
Chinese Ambassador at the close of to England. Dr. Holt is on the
the Boxer uprising. These por- United States Committee.
This movement is nation-wide,
traits, a series of twelve scrolls
four-and-one-half inches high are and colleges such as Yale, Princerubbings made centuries ago from ton, Harvard, Mt. Holyoke, BenTibetan carvings for the Imperial nington, Radcliff, Bryn Mawr and
Palace at Peking. When the Ger- Smith are joining whole heartedly.
man horses were stabled in the
Gamma Phis Elect Officers
palace, they were frightened by
such elaborate calligraphic groAlpha Mu of Gamma Phi Beta
tesquerie, so the caricatures were announces the installation of its
torn from the walls, discarded, and
officers for the year 1940-41.
no doubt would have been burned, They are: Frances Montgomery,
but for Dr. Morton's timely and President, Caroline Lewis, Vicespirited intervention. The story of President, Virginia Smith, Recordthis rescue, the texts inscribed ing Secretary, Eleanor Rand, Corupon the caricatures, and com- 'esponding Secretary, and Helen
ments on the caricaturist's art will Darling, Treasurer. The Installaoccupy most of the hour. Dr. Feu- tion ceremonies took place last
erstein will introduce the speaker. Monday evening.

Dr. Rosalie Morton
Speaks on Carvings

Students' Flying Instructors Tell Stories
Superb Choral Work Distinguishes Annual
Elisabeth Schumann Of Most Colorful Backgrounds in Aviation
Shakespearean Play Bach Festival; Cantatas and Mass are Sung
Appears in Recital
Will Be Presented
By JANE BALCH
Program Consists of German
is remarkable in view of the fact
Lieder; Voice Lacks Depth
• Madame Elisabeth
Schumann
sang in concert at the Annie Russell Theatre, Tuesday evening February 26, as the sixth presentation
of the Annie Russell Series. The
program consisted entirely of German Lieder for which Madame
Schumann is famous. It was an interesting and enjoyable recital, but
we would have enjoyed it more if
the program had been more varied. The first group of songs was
delightful, but after seven or eight
numbers of the same type, it began
to be rather monotonous.
Madame Schumann has a beautiful voice, but it lacks depth and
emotional feeling. Her tones are
clear and contain a good deal of
head resonance, but the tones were
all iight and soft not at all what one
would expect from a woman who
had once been a leading Wagnerian soprano.
Madame Schumann was ably accompanied by Miss Helen Moore
of the Rollins Conservatory.

Here at Rollins, many of the students have taken advantage of the
wonderful opportunity given by the
CAA. If you prefer a place at the
controls instead of one on the passenger list, and you tip Old Man
Time somewhere between the ages
of 18 and 25, now is the time to
apply for your wings.
Four million government dollars
are taking flight all over the country's campuses through the C.A.A.
with the aim of creating potential
flying reserves among the students
of American colleges and universi^
ties. The CAA pays one third of
each student's training and also
provides for flight and ground
school instruction. Each student
must pay forty dollars toward the
cost of his own training.
The unsung heroes in this program are the instructors. Their job
is equal to that of the academic
professors in giving a "higher education". They are all interesting
men, having devoted their lives to
flying, some of them having been
pioneers in this field.
One of our own instructors, Alex

S. Knothe, has had one of the most
interesting flying histories. He
learned to fly in Buenos Aires ten
years ago, and has flown for PanAmerican Airways.
It was exciting to learn that he
fought in five South American
Revolutions. He was also held prisoner once while flying the U. S.
mails. He piloted the first passenger plane over the Andes, which is
the highest scheduled passenger
run in the world. Knothe has 5,600
flying hours to his credit, which
would equal eight months if it were
lumped together. Besides this, he
has devoted many hours to instruction.

With this interesting background
of experience, we can well imagine
the harrowing and hair breadth adventures he has had, some of which
he has told to George Ehrlich, student pilot under Knothe in the CAA
program. If you'd like to hear
some tales of modern adventure in
the air, true stories, visit the airfield when George is there and gets
Knothe started.

The capacity crowd that filled that such a profound work requires

Professor
Steel's
English Knowles Memorial Chapel Thurs- endless repetition of practices and
Class Will Give Drama
day afternoon, Friday afternoon, considering the relatively short
Professor Steel's Shakespeare
)urse, English 319s, will present
le of Shakespeare's little-known
ays "The Two Noble Kinsmen"
next term. Rehearsals will be conducted during the Tuesday and
Thursday morning class periods unler the direction of Professor Steel.
Two Noble Kinsmen" has never
leen produced in America before
and has been given few performis anywhere.
le play will be given two evenings in May in the patio of Strong
Hall before invited audiences. The
Strong Hall patio is almost an exact duplication of an Elizabethan
age.
Students who have not been taking the first two terms of the
Shakespearean course may enroll
for the last term's work. There
will be a number of parts to be
filled and an especial need for more

and Friday night, February 29
and March 1, showed the outstanding reputation of the annual Bach
Festival.
In spite of the fact that the B
Minor Mass on the latter two performances was the feature of the
year, we enjoyed the shorter numbers on Thursday and thought the
last chorus of the Passion According to St. Matthew was the
best part of the Festival. However
even to one with a limited acquaintance of Bach, it seemed quite
evident that 150 choristers,, four
soloists, and fourteen instrumentalists was too formidable a group
for this chapel. The music of various jubilant parts simply hit the
vaulted sides and crashed back
as vibrating noise. Since there were
temporary additions made to the
Rollins choir which is such a perfect
size for chapel accoustics, the added volume was a little upsetting.
The success of this presentation

time spent on this by the group.
Bach, according to his subject, was
trying to express something to
glorify and elevate music above all
human frailties or worldly mediocrity. The result is a chorus of noble and magnificent movements
which are so prolonged at times
that they defeat the theme purpose—that of arousing glorious
exaltation. The B Minor Mass is
perhaps the greatest choral work
ever written, but because of its
profundity it seems rather a poor
selection for general appeal.
Still, there can be no dispute
about the beauty in such a wonderful assemblage of mass voicing.
Feeling the strength of such a
chorus swelling and dying again
in symmetry and unison is indeed
a breath-taking experience. Too
much credit cannot be given to
Chrisopher 0 . Honaas for his superb handling of the Bach Festival.

Ambassador Hu Shih, China's
Envoy to this coimtry, outlined In
a dynamic and explicit fashion the
steps which should be taken to establish world peace and security in
an address which he gave last night
before a large audience that filled
to overflowing the Knowles Memorial Chapel of Rollins College.
The meeting constituted an important session in the Rollins Institute on International Relations
which began Monday and will end
today.
Speiaking forcefully and with
perfect diction. Dr. Hu Shih recommended for the new International Order, " a world state of r e gional unions, federations and confederacies with definite and precise commitments according to the
graded responsibilities of the states
or groups of states, and with sufficient power to implement these
commitments."
"This is the kind of future peace
and future World Order which the
peace-loving peoples in the F a r
East earnestly and fervently hope
to see estalished after this war,"
he said. "The peace of the F a r
East broke down as a result of the
breakdown of the World Order.
Peace in the Far East, just as
peace elsewhere, can be restored
only when there is established a
new, re-organized, re-vitalized and
re-strengthened International Order which shall be capable and
ready to enforce the peace and
justice of the world."
In expanding on his conception
of a workable basis for international peace and security. Ambassador Hu Shih said:
"First, the future world peace
must be built up on the basis, not
of vague generalities and abstractions, but of definite and precise
commitments by the states.
"The Earl of Lytton once said,
'It is broadly true, however paradoxical it may sound, that the
greater and the more precise are
the commitments of a country, the
less is its liability to be drawn
into war.' He cited the Monroe
Doctrine as a case of definite commitment.
"We may cite the British and
French pledges to Poland, Rumania and Greece in 1939 as examples
of definite commitments. If the
aggressor-states of 1931, 1935,
1937 and 1938 had been warned of
such definite and precise commitments for the preservation of and
enforcement of general peace, the
present World War, in all probability, would never have happened.
"Second, the old idea of formal
equality among the nations must be
greatly qualified and supplemented by the principle of Graded Responsibility according to the ability, strength, and geographical or
strategic position of the states. I t
is absurd, for instance, to expect
Denmark to undertake the same
responsibility as Great Britain in
a given international situation.
Why not therefore frankly recognize the fact and apportion the
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)

Choir Will Travel to
Lake Wales Sunday
The Rollins Chapel Choir will go
to Mountain Lake Sunday afternoon, March 10, to make its second
off-campus appearance at the estate of Mr. John Goss. The Vesper
nee will be held on the lawn
at five o'clock.
Professor Honaas will conduct
the choir in the following numbers:
" f a t h e r Most Holy" by Christiansen, "Listen to the Lambs" by R.
N. Dett, "Emmitte Spiritum" by
Schuetky, and the Chorale from
Bach's Cantata "The Spirit Also
Helpeth Us", "Look Down, Holy
Dove".
President Holt will speak briefly
and Dudley Darling will give a
short address.
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COMMENTS on
Today's NEWS
By JACK LIBERMAN
Sumner Welles, President Roosevelt's unofficial
ambassador-atlarge, visited Italy and Germany
this past week. What was said
Italy we do not know and it is not
of as great importance as what
took place in Germany. Mr. Welles
saw Herr Hitler and der Feuhrer
was supposed to have made three
demands, which while not new are
of great import as they clearly declare Hitler's position. Hitler demaded a free hand in central Europe, a promise t h a t the Allies would
not stir up the Balkan and Scandinations against Germany,
d that the pre-war German colics would be returned. Were any
other form of government in power
in Germany other than the Nazi
party, I would advocate serious consideration of these demands and
might even go as far as to say that
Germany had legitimate claims in
these three demands, but with a
madman like Hitler in power such
thing as to grant these points
would be madness and might lead
to the destruction of whatever progressive and culture man stands
for. While Hitler and his henchmen are in power all we can do is
pit the Germans, for to grant
what is their right would be giving Hitler more power to destroy
what culture and learning there is
left in the Vaterland.
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THE SET OF THE SOUL
"Qn& ship drives east and the other drive.
With the selfsame winds that blow
'Tis the set of the saHs, and not the gales.
Which teUs us the way they go."

THE IMPORTANCE OF T H E IN-1 only
they
purpose. L,
DIVIDUAL
God help those who get in his way! .
What
is
the real importance of
By DEAN NANCE
There are some philosophic! , the individual? In a pure democrawhich under-estimate the impor cy the state is the servant and P
tance of the individual. The Com protectot of the individual on the *
munists say: "The individual ii condition that the individual fulfills ^
portant only as a unit of com certain obligations to the state. ^
He must lose himself ii The most inspiring parables, ser- ^
the group." The Fascists say mons and stories of Jesus empha- ji*
The individual has no importance size the importance of the indivi- jl^
xcept that which is incorporated dual. The parables of the lost coin, >
tl the state and the Fascist party the lost sheep, and the lost son t^
come to mind. The Bible and the il*
t-hich rules the state. The
dual is to live, work and die for Church came out of the intellectual < i)
state. The state is the end of and spiritual democracy of very Jif
ything." The teachers of athe- different individuals. Elisha was a (<
istic materialism say: "Man is a service from the threshing floor, ^
creature of chance; a combination farmer; Gideon came into God's ^ti
of chemicals worth about one dol- with the sweet smell of crushed ^i
lar when reduced to elemental sub- wheat upon him; Mose;
It matters not what hap- shepherd; Matthew was a tax colpens to him, here or hereafter." lector; several of the twelve disThere are some industrialists who ciples were fishermen; Luke was a ie
say: "Man is an instrument on physician. Paul was of the legal ii
the market, like a shovel or a saw; profession; Lydia was a business p
he is worth what you can buy woman, and Joseph of Armithea :(5ii
was a rich man.. Jesus himself .lit
him for."
was a carpenter. Each brought his ^
Another philosophy exaggerates special talent to the service of all; jeli
the importance of the individual. each was as important as his spe- (JOD
It is an "every man for himself" cial talent.
^^C
philosophy. Man deserves everything he can get, regardless of
real importance of the in- flW
how he gets it. This is individual- dividual in the great scheme of 0
ism at its worst—born of exces- things can be modified by the in- ipii
sive self-interest. The egotists be- dividual himself—by hsi purpose, jij
long to this school of thought. vision and ambition; by his rela- ie(
They believe the supreme end of tionship to God and man; by his iH
human existence is personal sat-, interest in others and willingness ["il
isfaction, that all virtue is in the j to share his life with them; by i^bl
pursuit of happiness. To the egotist
own self-respect; and by what irter
other indSviduails
important! he is and what he stands for.

H

NEWS R E P O R T E R S
Frank Bowes, Betty Carson, Wesley Davis, Norine Farr, Nat Felder, Norwick Goodspeed, Betty Hall, Paul Haley, Dlok Kelly, Alden Manchester,
Robert Matthews, Frances Montgomery, Lynn Naught, Donald Ogilvie,
ALBERT AND THOMAS PAthAERLEe,
Laura Ripley, Ruth Schoenaman, Jane Anne Sholley, Hester Sturgis,
TWIN ALGEBRA INSTRuaORS AT THE
William Terhune, Bud Waddell,
N E G K ) BUTLERS OF THE U.OF
FEATURE WRITERS
UNW.OF KANSAS.QONRJSE STUDeNTTS
ALABAMA FRATERNITIES H A V E
Jess Gregg, Sherry Gregg, Jean Hoiaen, Peggy Hudgings. Jack Liberman,
MTti DUPLKSTE FACES AS WELL A S
Sara McCasslin, Jane Miller, Mary Ann Wilson
A FRATERNnY OF T T B R OWN
SPORT'S WRITERS
• • • DUPLICATE PROBLEMS ' •--•
-TVeSIOVAKINS.'
Charles Arnold, Cecil Butt, Robert McKennan, Robin Rae, Alfred Roosevelt, Richard Wesson
ASSISTANTS
Shirley Bowstead, Pat Guillow, Barbara Northen, Arax Ehramjian
BUSINESS STAFF
By JANE MILLER
J O H N GIANTONIO
.,...Business
Manager
For the benefit of those who much! As if life weren't hilarious
. M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner
Let us take our hats off to the think that nothing ever happens enough, a t intermission we had to
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Manager United States Congress and give at Rollins, and that life (or maybe bump into a concerned feminine
out with three very weak cheers. it's only the postman) passes their
patron who was humanistically
They have finally all but paved the door, we offer the following acESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
draping her coat about one of the
way for a loan to Finland, a loan to count of an incident of which we
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many
shivery looking vestal virgins or
be used for non-military purposes were recently a forced participant
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
whatever they are (our bet is that
only. Of course, maybe Congress
imflies, victorioils in single combat and therefore without a feer, hasn't read the papers lately, but which seems to prove otherwise.
they are petrified coeds from the
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be what Finland needs now is war im- It was one of those Tuesdays, Stone Age) on the Annie Russell
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of plements and manpower. The lat- and besides it has always been our bale.
policy to be kind to strangers, esWe were glad that the Annie
ter we can not furnish but the forpecially that distracting species Russell Players replayed "The Old
mer we can easily. Finnish soldiers
which, precariously located in traf- Lady Shows Her Medals" by spehave been retreating all week befic, never fail to search either for cial request Wednesday aft, beThere has been a good deal of muttering and mumbling on fore the overpowering numbers of their road-map or a friendly face cause seeing the Barrie whimsey
the campus recently, following the action of the administra- Soviet troops. The end may be OR the Chamber of Commerce. once wasn't really enough. BeBy PAUL HALEY
came these little difficulties, talk- thei
only
a
question
of
a
few
weeks
and
tion in clamping down on a group of students for infractions
aron d'Estournelles once
ing and gesturing rapidly as he flit- '"^
our Congress wastes time debating Therefore when one of this parti- sides, tbe last scene (not given
of the college drinking regulations.
variety wafted into our view Monday eve) seemed to us to be claimed, "Thank God for the dilet- ' ted back and forth across the stage, '^^
and
finally
comes
to
their
senses
At least a dozen students have ominously announced their
the other aft we stepped forward
intention of "writing a letter to the Sandspur." Some have when it may be too late. Perhaps with the old Girl Scout one-two the best. In it the creative power tante!" The program in the An suavely performing the duties of *^
Russell Theatre into which h the pragmatic scoundrel he played. ^ '"•
even threatened worse! But while the crowd noises and dis- democracy is the best possible form But it seemed the lady wasn't look- of Dorothy Lockhart rose to a
contented murmurs continue, the indignant messages have of government, but when its pro- ing for road-maps or C.'s of C ; zenith. She knew each small heart- put so much life Monday night, Deedee Hoenig's pantomiming and ^^^
cesses work so slowly a s to make
breaking movement and facial ex- February 26, amply bore out h: all too few speeches were amusing- '^^,
failed to appear to date.
No, she was searching for som«
on that statement. It wa ly well done. Jess Gregg's two Hoes ''•^ '
Whether or not the administration was justified in making possible the destruction of a great thing more classically simple—a pression so well that she not only feelings
for scientists, or out-and-out were delivered with great feeling "^^
a blanket accusation against a group is beside the point. Eol- democracy like itself, then I say, lost chord! It had red upholstery, sustained the mood in which Bar- not
Business Administration majors. I t and sincerity (pd. adv.) The cos- ' ^
hurrah
for
the
methods
of
a
dictarie
wrote
the
drama,
she
WAS
the
lins scholarship students sign certain agreements and are
said sanely enough, and would
rather for those who appreciate tuming, seting the style for the -^'^^
mood. We didn't mind how many
under definite obligations to the college. They must expect to torship. How a group of supposedly
please help her locate it (th
what France has given to
whole play, was excellent and ridic- ^ "
intelligent men can sit around and
live up to them.
with darting looks up and down people noticed we bad been crying ^world, as Mrs. Stillman said, du]
ulous.
'^'
watch
civilization
crumble
before
when the lights came on. I t would !
But while the fact that it was necessary for the normally
the street). Our first thought was
Julie Trowbridge, by popular dehave been distinctly unnatural for intermission, the art, literature,
liberal administration to reprimand a group of Rollins stu- the hordes of barbarians is beyond | ^^ quickly let her
science, and music, the courage of mand, gave "Hermione," a mono- fCi
anyone
to
sit
through
Miss
Lockdents is serious enough it seems to me that there are two my powers of comprehension
! place, so that the general public
the French who rallied to batter off logue from "Andromaque" by Ra- j-gj
much more important questions that have arisen from this indeed a crazy world, in which w at least would not be endangered. hart's magnificent third scene dry- the
enemy when it was but twenty cine, which she had done last year.
eyed.
I
action.
live.
But it was a stolid creature and
miles from Paris in the World War, Let these few words suffice as tesLest we seem to be too earnest j
Behind all the grumbling that followed the meeting is the Down in Louisiana, the peopl as we were afraid she would recogand their generosity in making a
*
feeling that Rollins is being conducted on two different stan- finally have awakened and have nize our device for keeping ber qui- and admirer of the drama (which ^haven for the refugees in the pres^ tament to her superbness.
Baron d'Estournelles and Julie W
dards. The students feel that there is one standard of behav- thrown out the dirty political ma- et we just stood there mumbling of course we are) we will add to
Trowbridge again appeared, *in a
ior expected of scholarship students and another more flexible chine of the late, but not lamented, absurd nothings. Suddenly a long the list of Rollins' charms its pro- \
The program
mirably ar- dramatization of Francois Villon's Min
group of rules for full-paying students.
Huey Long, bag and baggage. II low car (a Cord, inevitably) came fessorial and student equanimity,
The Alex. "Ballad for a Prayer to Our Lady." adf
It is obviously true that not only scholarship students were took them a long time but they swooping around the corner and Even tho one does go bounding into ranged. First,
guilty of violating the college rules, and also that they were finally realized the condition the: our erstwhile asylum escapee leap- the wrong class, in Woolson House ander Bloch string quartet played Villon, tbe first great French poet, JMU
Cesar
Franck's
"Quartet
in D Ma- wrote this ballad as his mother's reel
not the worst offenders. And this is but one instance. It is state was getting into so they r( ed towards it with a cry that made say, one is sure to be met by tbe
prayer in the everyday speech she iiibj
generally believed that full-paying students can generally, volted. Now if only all the other us shudder:
purring reassurance: "Oh, do comi jor," soft, slow, and low, in the beginning,
gradually
increasing
in would use, asking the Blessed Vir- fand
"get away' with more, in the way of class cuts and poor downtrodden people would rise u]
•winter visitors are alway:
"Well there it is at last! Drat
tempo to a charming pizzicato, gin for salvation for her sinful self, iub;
work. Some scholarship students feel this is unfair. It may and throw out the crooked and cor that
welcome!"
chauffeur, he's as slow as a
thereby setting the mood fpr the Villon, seated a t a candle-lighted slsoi
rupt governments all over our na
be. But not to them.
Campus exponents of the Noel
snail!"
table, recited tbe prayer, while his \
evening.
There can be no question as to the right of the college to tion we might realize the dream of
In case you are still in doubt Coward theory that the best things
Next came "The Old Lady Shows mother, kneeling in a pale green Jti
expect rigid adherence to its rules by those of us fortunate Abraham Lincoln; that is, a gov- about
are
three,
Boyd
France,
spotlight, soliloquized parts of it iaal
our
initial
statement
after
Her
Medals,"
a
one-act
comedy
by
enough to have scholarships. But the question must be raised ernment of the people, by tbe peo- this, we hasten to reassure you that Rod MacArthur and Mary Ann Wil
Sir James Barrie. The setting is and joined her son in other parts, m
as to the fairness and ultimate result of allowing some stu- ple, and for the people.
provide an interesting triple
le humble sincerity of its pres- Sil
Rollins DOES have its moments
in World War London; the situadents to slip through, evading responsibility.
tation made this the most strik- i ]
even tho most of them are sand- threat. We give them fifty for tion is a charwoman's feigning that
It does the scholarship student good to have to live up to
g scene of the entire evening.
^s
wiched in between 5:36 and 5:37 of breaking the social pattern and of- she has a son in the Black Watch,
certain standards. But what of the other students ? The psya Sunday morning. Beyond all fering a charming respite from the so that she won't feel left out for
chological effect of having been given certain concessions will
doubt tbe Annie Russell Theatre tiresome Rollins twosome.
not having a "part" in the War; the
be carried over by some of our Rollins graduates in the outtin
Nominations for our vestibule of action comes when the soldier she
has its moments. Monday night's
By BUD ALBERT
side world.
Do you know that over four benefit for the friends of France fame: Smokey Sholly who is ai
The college is not doing the scholarship students an injus- thousand people from all over the (as Peg Hudgings so quaintly put enchanting example of a good Sa^ had pretended was her son arrives
tice in singling them out for infractions, but it may be devel- United States pass through the por- it, we are not friends of France, but maritan. She will probably have unexpectedly in London. The minor
By THE EAEIE ONE
characters were little but stage
oping harmful thought-processes and reactions in the other, tals of Knowles Memorial Chapel we ARE admirers of the a r t of
eternal gratitude of the hot props used a t the discretion of the
by allowing them to ignore certain responsibilities.
Hester Sturgis:
"Everybody *
yearly? Sometimes as many as Dorothy Lockhart and Julie Trow- and dusty quintet of Rollins poets
Important as this point may be, it seems to me there is a two hundred people a day visit the bridge) turned out to be screaming who got lost somewhere between author, but the leading roles were thinks I'm being true. It's just that ^«
truly real peoph
bigger one, and that was the general attitude adopted by stu- Chapel, and go away elated with in some parts, especially those
I haven't had a chance to be other- ' '
campus and the Seminole Hodents, both full-paying and scholarship, in discussing the the sight they beheld. Do you know which involved Paddie Moodie and tel where they were going for a Dorothy Lockhart herself played wise."
"
Mrs. Dowey, the counterfeiting
question of airing their views on the matter.
that beneath the Chapel lies an un- Jess Gregg. We have never seen Florida Poetry Society meeting
Lolly Phillips: "I guess I have- [^
charwoman, with skill that struck
They seemed to think that it would be a "daring" act to dercroft museum, and a huge li- anything as appealing to one's last
Saturday and were almost" terror to our hearts lest her plot n't got what it takes."
f,
comment on this in the 'Sandspur." There were those who brary containing over five thous- sense of hysteria (and there must
Mary Ann Wilson: "I used to i.^j
were "afraid to stick their neck out." There were scholarship and books among which are some be such a sense!) as P. Moodie's speechlessly grateful when Smokey be discovered and she be disgraced
',, j
students who felt afraid that the administration might of the oldest Bibles in existence? perfectly poetic raven locks and kindly offered all five a lift in her Because of her we loved the sim- drown at least once a week."
tible. We imagine she has plicity of Mrs. Dowey as she begged
Gay Davis: "They ask me a lot j ^ ^
frown on any comment they might make of the situation.
hyperactive
eyebrows
was
too,
During the past week an elderly
many such debtors.
her "son" to accept the nefarious of questions, and I always know all ^^
It's my guess they were 100% wrong. This is Rollins Col- couple
the Chapel. The wife
scheme for a week and she proudly th(; answers."
js^
lege, not Nazi Germany, and the president of Rollins, Hamil- taught visited
here a t Rollins twenty-five P h i D e l t s H a v e H o u s e p a r t y
flaunted him before her envious
Jack Buckwalter: "Well, you're ^
ton Holt, was once editor of the "Independent," a publication years ago,
and upon her return was
friends. Dudley Darling with equal my wife, aren't y o u ? "
that never hid its editorial head in the sand, ostrich-fashion. amazed to find
Rollins so completeease stepped into the part of tht
Frank Bowes: (At the Lambda
That is the prime reason this editorial took form. I don't ly changed from the view of two or The Phi Delts had a houseparty
:gh Scot with the hairy legs Chi Open House): "I'm looking for
think any Rollins student need be afraid to speak his mind on
e buildings which comprised last weekend, and various things
any matter pertaining to the Rollins community, if it is done the campus when she was here. She happened. Bill House got lost in Kay MacDonough, Shirley Her- Hearts went out to him as his owr a girl I can take upstairs." (At
man
and
Pat
Laursen
spent
the
heart was melted hy a woman's the Gamma Phi Open House): jj—
in a constructive way.
remembered the horseshoe as be- the middle of the night; people weekend in Sarasota.
flattery, a woman's cooking, and a "Won't somebody take me up t" jW
And I believe that Rollins College, a liberal college, defenda tract of land covered by weeds shouted for Ella Parshall all night
• '
ing the liberal tradition, will welcome a continuance of "Inde- and sand, but her story here was and then all day; Johnny Giantonio M. A. Martin flew to tbe East woman's caring whether or not he her r o o m ? "
Coast where she spent the weekpendent" thought. There is no press censorship at Rollins.
Glad Evoy: "You wouldn't be so i
liquored up too high." Credit in
made one better by a statement and Professor Stone caught some end.
his play should also go to director cold, Jess, if you would put on ,
fish; beds flew through the air
from
Mrs.
Lamb
who
told
us
that
important thing is to understand
Deedee Hoenig went home to Edwin Granberry for the smooth- some clothes."
• '
all night; Aldine Baker appeared
the Case for Federal Union, to ten years ago the site now occupied to catch measles or something; and Daytona over Saturday and Sun- ness of action and lines, and to
Mrs. Scott (to Ed Waite): "What ,^|l
LETTERS TO THE
prepare others to understand it, by the Knowles Memorial Chapel everybody seems to be very tired day.
Joanne Oak for simple yet effective are you doing coming out of that j
was
also
nothing
but
sand
and
etc.
Pat Hotchkiss was a guest a t designing of "Mrs. Dowey's digs."
EDITOR
id sunburned.
weeds.
LEWIS A. DEXTER
Third on the program was a short
Jack Lieberman: "I must thank.,,
Phi Delt guests were Nancy Os- the home of Peggy Conklin in
An interesting quirk occurred a t
P. S. Your poet and columnist
Eustis Saturday.
scene from Moliere's farce, "Le Rita for the use of her room."
borne,
Frances
Perrottet,
Jeanne
Sir:
also exaggerated me in the same the last concert of the Bach FesConnie Childs and Wilson White- Medecin Malgre Lui." I t was hard
Deedee Hoenig: 'T want a little
Dominick, Carolyn Sandlyn, Dotty
tival
which
enjoyed
a
tremendous
issue.
On
a
certain
memorable
ocYour reporter gives me undue
head were the guests of Bruce to tell whether Richard Feuer- free love."
ess, (watch for the next Music Bryn, Sally Hammond, Tappy Edmond's at his his home in Miglory in the issue of Feb. 21. On casion, (to me), I did not break
stein or the part he played made
Porcher, Hester
Sturgis, Sally
Con Carey: "I never do nothii
Feb. 19, Messrs Wesley Davis and my suspenders, not having any on. Monthly). Tex, Weather-eye Rooseami
Beach
over
the
weekend.
Geronte seem like nothing but a They just catch me a t it."
Hodgdon, Betty Knowlton, Janet
Luis Hortal and Miss Jane Mil- Nor am I named "Louis" and I velt, one of our effervescent ushers,
Kim
Tilghman and Frances stooge" to d'Estournelles, but perMorse, Ella Parshall, Elsa JenCharlotte Stout: "He wants t
ler conducted a discussion on utterly refuse, like any other self- spotted a hat resting on the railing
Sriiith
spent
the
weekend
at
the
haps it was true a r t on Feuerstein's know whether you're a blonde, \ ^"^
, Rachel Harris, Roberta Schle"What People of Central Florida respecting graduate of the great- of the triforium gallery after the
home of Polly and Gloria Young
gel,
Aldine
Baker,
Peggy
Semple,
de,
because
nothing
but
d'Estourphone
number, where you li^^ r,
Can Do To Aid the Establishment est University in the world (Chica- program. He immediately rushed
Rick Gillespie and Marion Estridge, on Treasure Island.
nelles was needed. Sam Gunn ap- where you can be got hold of .
' ^''lo
of Permanent Peace." They con- go) to be classed as a vehicle of upstairs to rescue the hat and turn
Ida May Holt and Elizabeth parently didn't think so, as he took
and Professor and Mrs. Stone.
Shirley Smith: " I treat 'em
t
in
to
Miss
Adolfs,
but
when
he
ducted the discussion and the sub- Harvardian culture. But I may
Gridley went to their respective
little too much advantage of a ri- rough and give 'em nothing."
' IQ
ject was not directly Union. Now, add, There are NO PROFS AT eached the top of the stairs he saw dent admirers under the hat, sound homes in Sarasota over the weekdiculous straw wig in stealing
Jack Sharpe: "Who let them
me of Bach's greatest and most araltho they agreed that the most CHICAGO EITHER.
end.
scenes. However, the Baron over,rs down?"
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Short Plays, Soliloquy, Dramatized Po
and Music are Presented at French Ben

An Open Letter by P.R.K.
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Kappa Alpha Wins
Intramural Crew
Title Undefeated Two Rollins' Crews

SPORTS

Lambda Chis, X Club and Phi
Delts Finish Up in Tie for
Second Place
By TED PITMAN
Stroked by the veteran oarsman,
Don Ogilvie, the K. A.'s swept
through an undefeated season to
cop the coveted intramural trophy,
by defeating the X Club in their
(final race Monday afternoon, Feb.
This race was the closest one
that the winning crew had, but
when they flashed across the line,
'they had a comfortable margin of
a little over a quarter of a length.
The K. A.'s led from the start as
they jumped the Clubbers by a
quarter of a length at the start and
held this margin until they leng•thened it out to almost a length at
[the half way mark. It was here
phowever, that the X Club boat made
its bid and caught up to within a
quarter of a length, but Don held
|his K. A. boat together and with a
ilight raise in the stroke put down
he Club's bid and rode over the
ine with almost a half length ad.ntagein 3:54.
The last race of the season was a
postponed race between the third
place Clubbers and the second place
Lambda Chis. The Club hoisted
jthemselves into a triple tie for seclond place by beating the Lambda
Ichis by a scant three feet in one
|of the closest races of tbe year.
Both crews started off pretty evenly with the Club possibly holding
light lead. Shortly before the
quarter marker, the Club boat suffered a crab which let the Lambda
Chis gain a quarter length advan"tage. Shortly after this, the LambChis themselves fell victim to a
crab and the Clubbers gained back
what they had lost and a half length
on their own count. They nearly
lost this lead at the three-quarter
30st when another crab was half
!augbt, but they managed to snap
ut of it, carried their slight ad[vantage to the finish which they
ied in the fastest time of the
[year in 3:49. This leaves the Phi
Delts, Lambda Chis and the X Club
in a three-way tie for second place
behind the undefeated K. A.'s with
the Independents bringing up the

t

Archery Team Places
First in State Meet
Sherry Gregg is High Scorer
In Telegraphic Meet
Rollins' Women's Archery teams
|placed first and fourth in tbe state
intercollegiate telegraphic meet of
le week February 12 to 17, sponlored by Stetson University. The
tlue and gold first quartet won by
le substantial margin of 320
points over their nearest rival, Southern. The team totaled 1,171
[points. Charlotte Gregg, high individual scorer in the state led her
nearest opponent by 40 points with
a total of 371 for ber Columbia
round. Her teammates, Irma Achenbach scoring 330 and Shirley
Bowstead shooting 305, ranked
third and fourth among the state
archers. The fourth member of the
Rollins first team rated position
number nine in Florida with a score
of 218 points.
Rollins second team composed of
Jane Coates, Betty Hall, Anne
Kruse, and Betty Winton placed
fourth in the state behind Southern
and St. Petersburg. Their aggregate score was 720 for 178 hits.
The results of this telegraphic
meet make Rollins archers favorites in the playday with Stetson
this coming Saturday and the Allstate competition next month.

Start Practicing
On Lake Maitland

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS
Rollins College Has won the Flor-

Varsity is Composed Mainly ida Intercollegiate Archery Tourof Veterans, But Nothing nament. Both the first and second teams placed up in the first
is Definitely Settled
By TED PITMAN
Once again the booming voice of
Coach Udolphus T. Bradley is being heard every afternoon on the
calm and beautiful waters of Lake
Maitland as he tries to whip his
ragged oarsmen into some semblance of crews before the first
race of the season has arrived. On
Wednesday afternoon "Brad" was
blessed with the smiling faces of
some twenty aspirants for jobs on
the college's two varsity crews.
As in the past the varsity was
made up largely of veterans of tbe
past season or two and the so-called
Jayvees were comparatively new
men to rowing. Undaunted, however, Rollins' coach launched his
two crews in their new twin shells
and much to his surprise saw the
rawest of raw Junior Varsity eights
show a pretty sternpost to the
veterans. Under the leadership of
the veteran of three years of rowing, Ray Hickok, whose steady
stroking of the Phi Delt crew has
long been of note, the new men fell
into line in remarkably fast time.
With but one other veteran in his
boat, Jack Harris, he drove- his
charges through the first day's
drudgery in an excellent manner.
As a result of the first day's
rowing. Coach Bradley thought
that a little shifting of men was in
order so he moved Grady Ray into
number seven in the varsity and
Ray Hickok into number six, which
move sent Dick Yard, a newcomer
from two in the first boat to stroking the Jayvees, moved Wes Hausman from seven to three, and Johnnie Giantonio from three to two.
Clax (Jrause, who was the number
six, also went down to the junior
crew. Again on the next day the
Jayvees were shifted with Harris
stroking and Yard going to two and
the varsity remaining the same.
The crews didn't seem to improve,
so on Monday they were all back to
where they bad started originally.
However, nothing, as one can see,
is settled and in fact Carrow Tolson, another letterman, didn't report until Monday so the positions
in both boats are wide open and
evidently will not be settled for
quite awhile. Brad is sending out
a call for more men to report so he
can boat a third crew, which will
make the scramble and fight for
jobs in the boats more heated.
Coach Bradley says that there is a
chance for everyone and so if you
want to get on a crew there is still
plenty of time and opportunity if
you report to the crew house immediately.

four. The results are as follows:
Rollins College
1171 points
Southern
851 points
St. Petersburg Jr. ...
829 points
Rollins, 2nd team
720 points
Stetson
690 points
Sherry Gregg took top honors in
the individual scoring.
1. Sherry Gregg — 371 points
3. Irma Achenbach — 305
4. Shirley Bowstead — 277
9. Mary Trendle — 218
12. Betty Hall — 177
13. Anne Kruse — 175
15. Betty Winton — 155
The basketball team lost their
first league game last Thursday
night to Purcell. Even though the
score was 31-19, it was a hard
fought game. The Rollins players
were Johnson, Stoddard—captain,
Hugli, Sturgis, McCaslin, Jensen,
Young, G. Hester Sturgis was the
high scorer for Rollins.
Those who rode in the All
Southern Horse Show were Lillian
Ryan, Joan Kellogg-Smith, Ruth
Schoeneman, Glad Evoy, Smokey
Sholley, Betty Scott, Barbara Babb,
Phyllis Fraser, Janet Jones, and
Betty Hall. There was a special
Rollins class on Sunday at 2:30
P. M. The blue ribbon winner was
Miss Betty Scott. The next three
awards were taken by Lillian Ryan,
Glad EvOy and Joan Kellogg-Smith
respectively.
The annual Rollins-Stetson Play
Day will take place at Stetson this
Saturday. It is an all day affair.
Last year Stetson came down here
and was defeated. We hope to repeat our record of last year.
Eaton re,ryTha yse SHRDL HRR
The golf team consists of Virginia Cash, Shirley Bassett, Virginia Smith, and Frances Smith.
The tennis team consists of Ruth
Eaton, Sis Young, Barbara Bryant,
Betty Cummin, Toy Skinner, Betty Winton and Tony Jenkins.
Those on the basketball team
are Hester Sturgis, Marcia Stoddard, Sally McCaslin, Nancy Johnson, Lolly Phillips, Pollyanna
Young, Dot Hugli, Elsa Jensen,
Doris Hogan, and Sis Young.
On the hockey team are; Hester
Sturgis, Marcia Stoddard, Nancy
Johnson, Pollyanna Youaig, Dot
Hugli, Elsa Jensen, Frances Smith,
Helen Darling, Carl Good, Grace
Raymond, Laura Ripley, Frances
Perrottet, Roberta Schlegal, and
Betty Watson.
The archery team consists of
Sherry Gregg, Irma Achenbach,
Shirley Bowstead, Mary Trendle,
and Jane Coates.

THREE

SANDSPUR

Exciting Game Played Independent Cagers
In Orlando Tuesday Upset X Club, 31-22

U.S. Fencing Coach
GUJJSMOKE
By DICK and AL
Inspects Rollins
stetson University Hatters Clubbers and Phi Delts Are
Now Tied for First Place
Defeat Rollins 40-33
In view of tlie fact that teams
EducationalSystem from
fraternities for intramural
By TED PITMAN
The Rollins Tars went down in
competition will, in all probability,
Joseph Vince S t a t e s
T h a t be entered from houses whose men
F e n c e r s ' E q u i p m e n t N e e d s do not attend rifle classes, it has
been decided to stop riflery classes
Great Improvement
two weeks previous to the intraMr. Joseph Vince, coach of the mural competition. At that time
United States Olympic fencing the *ange will be open to competteam and Mrs. Marion Loyd Vince, itors who wish to practice. Two
a national champion and member of practices over the intramural
the women's Olympic team, were course will be necessary before
visitors to the Rollins campus from a team can be entered.
Friday to Monday. The Vinces
The final date of the matches has
were very much interested in Rol- not yet been decided; they will
lins and its customs and systems be some time in March. Watch this
and expressed the opinion that in column for further notice.
many respects Rollins is vastly suThere has been considerable acperior to most of the other colleges tivity of late on the Skeet field.
and universities in the country, re- Pat Laursen has been practicing
gardless of size. This remark car- to defend her title as Women's
ries some weight as Mr. and Mrs. National Champion. For the benefit
Vince have visited and inspected of anybody who would like to shoot
quite closely practically all the edu- Skeet, the field is next to the aircational institutions in the United port, and is open every Sunday afStates, Canada, and South Ameri- ternoon. If you don't have a gun,
ca, in their travels and did fencing you can probably borrow one from
work both on this continent and Mr. Sands, manager of the field.
abroad.
If you don't want to shoot, come
The fencing set-up here, however, on out, anyhow—it's a sport well
needs a lot of improvement, accord- worth watching.
ing to Mr. Vince, although the varsity fencers do the best they can
under existing conditions. He also
expressed much amazement at the
lack of any type of training equipWith the first important swimment for the fencers. Every other
school he visited, no matter how ming meet of the season not three
small, had the necessary equipment, weeks away, the Rollins mermen
if it had fencing. Although the have buckled down to intensive
Rollins varsity :5encers received training effort. March 21, the Uniall their training from experts in versity of Havana swimming team
New York, New Jersey, and New leaves its balmy clime to dare the
Haven, they should have the facili- frigid waters of hsike Virginia.
ties for keeping themselves in con- Though greatly handicapped by indition, even though they have little experience, the Rollins team inchance of improving while here. tends to make the meet an interest•*
The Olympic coach's study of the ing one, if possible.
Rollins fencing situation resulted
Already several members of the
in a conference with Dr. Holt, at squad have been deserting the
which many suggestions for im- steamheated waters of the Orange
provement were discussed.
Court pool, in order to acclimate
Mr. and Mrs. Vince left for New themselves with the floating ice in
York with the promise they would Lake Virginia.
Last week orders for racing
return again for a longer stay,
while Mr. Vince added that the trunks were placed. Although each
two things he would remember suit must be tailored to individual
most about Rollins were the Fenc- specifications, they are expected to
ing Wing in the Commons and the be here in plenty of time for the
interesting manner in which his meet.
The appearance of James Niver
mail was handled.
and Alden Manchester has. inK. A.'s Initiate Blitz, Ray creased the potential strength of
Alpha Psi Chapter of the Kappa the team. Both lads seem to have
Alpha Order announces the initia- the necessary physical require
tion of Philip Blitz of Chicago, Ill- ments to make a swimmer and
inois, and Grady Ray of Haines what is more necessary, to have
City, Florida, Monday evening, the determination to stick to arduous hours of practice.
March 4.

Rollins' Mermen Will
Meet U, of Havana

TOWN and COUNTRY SHOP
LOVELY CLOTHES GREATLY
REDUCED
Do stop in and see them
is believing ! !

Seeing

EASTER CARDS
ST. PATRICK'S DAY CARDS
Tallies, decorations and favors that are charming and different — Be a smart hostess — use napkins with your favorite
scene or dog imprinted from an ordinary snapshot, distinctive
but impressive.
Glass, Wood and
Florida Items
Metal Novelties
Miniature Flowers
Cut-wood laDel ornaments
"G.W.T.W." Hats for lapel pins
New cream perfume, in all southern flower fragrances,
in jeweled-top bottles, only §1.50
Candy, Mint and
Jewelry, Mottoes
Citrus Boxes
Cards, Stationery

TAe greeting
148 N. Orange Ave.

Shop
Orlando

Davis Office Supply
Company
29 E. Pine St.
Orlando
Phone 5114-5115

COLONY
Week Beginning March 7th

Totals

18

RAY

4 40

GREENE

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Tel. 400
100 Park Av<

AMERICAN
Launderers

Drycleaners

•
CAMPUS AGENTS

Sam Hardman
Joe Justice

Thursday - Friday
A Soldier of Fortune . . . an artist . . . a lover. The screen's
?reat romantic actor in Rudyard
Kipling's
"THE LIGHT THAT FAILED"
-with
Roriald Coleman
Saturday - Sunday - Monday
A show that was rehearsed for
two years.
Walt Disney's
Full Length Feature
" P I N O C C H I O "
Tuesday - Wednesday
CAROLE LOMBARD in
"VIGIL IN THE NIGHT"

INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Ave.
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

J^- S- M
T^^COR

We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park
Phone 413

Best Selection of Smart Clothes ever shown in our

SPRING & SUMMER SALE
Chambrays in stripes and colors that add zip to warm
spring days.
Chic Ginghams
New air-weight sweaters, a practical "must" to keep
away chilly winds.

EASTER CARDS

SPECIALS

Summer Wear — made to measure $15.00 up
Handmade Suits — $50.00 up
ORDER NOW FOR EASTER

Imported and Domestic Materials
Origll ally "PETE THE TAILOR"
I West eCntral

SPARKS' NEW

COLONY
THEATRE

GIVES YOU —

Campus Agents

—ORLANDO

5 33
F TP
2 8
1 11
0 10
0 0
0 2
1 9

Royal Typewriters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO

Yowell-Drew's

14
FG
3
5
5
0
1
_ 4

EASTER

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

Now's the time to put your
furry possessions where ole
Bre'r Moth can't get at 'em.
Why bother to send or carry
them back to your northern
home? Just send them to
our fur storage vaults where
they'll be safe from fire,
theft and moths! Our delivery service will call for
them on request.

Totals
_
Stetson — 40
Golden, f
Parmley, f
Vann, c
Sample, c
Mathis, g Schaeffer, g

Starting off like a whirlwind, the
fast breaking and accurate shooting Independents completely blinded the favored X Club in the last
game of the second half to the tune
of 31 to 22. Scoring ten points
in the first quarter before the Clubbers could sink one basket, the Independents took a safe margin at
the start. In the second period, the
Club shooters finally found the
basket and as the half ended they
were trailing 8 to 13.
In the third period the game got
fast and rough and the scoring on
both sides became close with the
Clubbers at one point coming to
within three points of their opponents. But in the fourth period
"Dead Eye" Curry and his sharp
shooting pal, Paul Meredith, turned on the pressure as Meyers and
company wilted before the onslaught. The game ended with the
score resting 31 to 22 in favor
of the Independents, thus causing
the Clubbers to be in a second half
tie for first place with the Phi Delts
and a first half tie with the Independents.

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.

Spring Sale at

Rollins Press Store

Paul Haley: "I had a lot of
fun down a t Anderson's the other
night dancing with all sorts of
people while Shirley was home
sick.'

defeat, Tuesday night, February 27
before a strong Stetson University
Hatters quintet 40-33 in a game
played at the Orlando High School
gym before a record-breaking
crowd of 1,200. The hectic affair
closed out both teams' schedules.
The Hatter quintet trailed Rollins 19-17 at the rest period, but
came back in the second half to
score four baskets in succession
and forge into a lead they held
itil the final whistle.
Leonard "Tiny" Phillips, Rollins
giant center, sank a total of 16
points to top the scorers in the
rough, loosely officiated collegiate
brush.
Cliff Parmley, forward, and Harold Vann, center, who led the last
half Stetson scoring spree, were
the high pointers for the Hatters
ith 11 and ten points respectively.
Rollins — 33
FG F TP
Justice, f
1 0 2
Tolson, f
0 0 0
Jones, f
5 0 10
Brady, f
1 0 2
Phillips, c _
6 4 16
Lingerfelt, g
1 1 3
Brankert, g
0 0 0
Daugherty, g
0 0 0

Large selection for friends and family in humorous,
serious, sentimental, friend or formal tones

COURTESY
SERVICE
COMFORT
BEAUTY
AIR-CONDITIONING
SHOWING THURSDAY-FRIDAY

"LIGHT THAT FAILED"
STARRING RONALD COLEMAN
SATURDAY - SUNDAY - MONDAY

"PINOCCHIO"

BOOKERY
E. Park Ave.

Walt Disney's Feature Hit

Winter Park

18 W. CENTRAL

ROLLINS
Director Allen Casts
"Sun-Up", Students*
Fourth Production
Caroline Sandlin Gets Lead
Role in Mountain Story of
War on Home Front
Director Donald S. Allen of th.
Kollins Student Players has cast
the fourth play of the'Players'
son, Lulu Volmer's "Sun-Up". The
lead role of Widow Cagle was given
to Caroline Sandlin; the rest of
the cast is as follows:
Rufe Cagle
__Carrow Tol;
Emmy
Charlotte Stout
Pap Todd
Jess Gregg
The Stranger
Jack Liberman
Sheriff Weeks
Bob Ward
Bud
Jack Sharpe
Bob
— Alden Manchester
The Preacher
Clyde Jones
"Sun-Up" is a story of the North
Carolina mountains, a real hill-billy
yarn, although it has none of the
rip-roaring, jug-swigging atmosphere of most hill-billy stories. Nor
is it like "Little Abner", who is
probably the best known hill-billy
today. "Sun-Up" is a serious folk
drama that gives a picture of the
growing-up and gradual, almost
imperceptible, civilizing of the hill
country. The older generation, represented by Widow Cagle, is a typical type of hill-billy tradition. Her
hatred of the law in any form, her
willingness to die "defending her
land" rather than go to jail are
but a part of the philosophy of absolute rugged individualism that
approaches anarchy in its love of
and reverence for personal liberty.
The newer philosophy is represented by her son, Rufe Cagle, who has
had a little "larnin' ", has learned
respect for the law and what it
stands for and is willing to "give
up his life for his country". "SunUp" is a picture of the contrast
and clash between these two philosophies and of the many human
problems that arise out of them.

Institute H e a r s
Shotwell of Columbia
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
people that isolation is both impossible and impotent in the crisis of today. We have to think realistically of how to recover the
jground which the peace forces
have surrendered to Mussolini and
Hitler and find a path to world organization which will seem more
natural to us than that we have
tried to follow in the past."
Commending a method which
recognizes both national sovereignty and international independence.
Dr. Shotwell cited the International Labor Organization as a good
example.
"The scope of this body should
be enlarged," he said, "because
the chief consumption market of
the world is that constituted by the
wage earners. Instead of thinking
only in terms of production, the I.
L. 0 . should widen its field and
also its representation to include
the distribution and consumption of
goods and thus the whole field of
economic welfare. As this field is so
vast, however, it would be necessary to divide the,organization into at least thi'ee parts represented by Industry, commerce and finance. The present I. L. 0. would
constitute the first of these, and
the others take over such func-

WINGS over
ROLLINS
By NIN BOND
Good morning, my friends! We
feel a column of PHOOLOSOPHY
coming on. You see, some of
pilots aren't as crazy about ground
school as they are about flying. If
they would interview three students at Southern and four at Miami, they would find that ground
school to the Government eye is of
equal importance. These fellows
didn't like ground school, so they
aren't in the program any more
. . .A word to the wise is sufficient!
We were checking up on things
at the airport and found . . . that
Jack Keller, who has just completed the third stage in the program of flying, got a 60 on the
final test . . . that George Ehrlich,
who just soloed, got 100! (You
figure it out—^we can't) . . . We
also found that Don "Steady" Cram
is the most "over-the-campus flyer. (We might say that it is a good
thing he wasn't flying over the
campus when he had that forced
landing the other day! We want to
compliment him on that landing.
It was really fine!) , . , that
George "Chipper" Chisholm, so his
girl says, came awfully close to the
hanger the other day.
The Eastern Air Lines received
t interesting bulletin last Wednesday, which we believe is worthy of mention. It was a human
interest bulletin from Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker, the President, to the
complete personnel of the Air Line.
It reads: "I want to thank each
and every wife, mother, and sweetheart for their support in our attaining the safety record for the
year 1939. If it were not for their
faith and love, I am sure that the
record of 213,829,314 miles per
passenger fatality would not be
possible." . . . We think that this
mighty fine and want to thank H.
Brown for her support in making a
noble, safe pilot out of Danny
Speyers.
Did you know . . . that all of the
boys have soloed . . , that Wes
Hauseman is acting as co-pilot fo]
Alex Knothe on a trip to his home
Red Bank, New Jersey
that Alex Knothe has 7,000 flying
hours—Hickok will have to speed
up a little to beat that record!
that Jeff Kennedy should watch
out for planes doing harmless figure eights.
An attempt was made to interview some of the girls and, though
they know a lot about the boys,
they don't know much about the
program. We refuse to give up or
take, this as a personal slam, so
maybe by next week we'll have
something printable.
So-long till then, and if you fly,
fly safe!
Deedee Hoenig: "Why doesn't
she get herself a sugar-daddy. I
would."
Freeland Babcock: "We rely on
strategy instead of intelligence."
Rachel Harris: "Oh no! I had a
boy once . . ."
tions as are now the concern of the
financial and economic sections of
the League of Nations and the International Chamber of Com-

Chapel Choir Sings Schuetky's
"Send Forth Thy Spirit'
Dr. Henry A Atkinson, Secretary
of The Church Peace Union and
World Alliance for International
Friendships, spoke at the Morning
Meditation Service, Sunday, March
2. The subject of his sermon was
"Security". Dr. Atkinson based his
sermon on Micah 4:4, "But they
shall sit every man under his vine
and under his fig tree; and none
shall make them afraid." It doesn't
take much to make man happy, Dr.
Atkinson believes, the four essentials are: food, shelter, clothes, and
companionship. All that man has
done throughout the years is to refine these processes, for they have
not been changed basically.
. It is the question of security
which is a t the heart of our living
today. Dr. Atkinson pointed out.
For example, the essential behind
the war in Europe today is the desire and struggle for security. A
feeling of uncertainty seems to
have spread over the world.
The question is: How are we going to have an orderly, law-abiding
world community. Anarchy among
nations today will gradually bring
about ruin and confusion in the
communities throughout the world.
Religion is vitally interested in this
problem of international fear, Dr.
Atkinson feels, for if religion cannot bring about a better nation, it
will mean the wholesale departure
and failure of religion. Therefore,
religion must attack this at its
foundations through trust and belief. Religion must function and
work to build up the right life
through the power of moral support in internatoinal houses of nations. Peace, Dr. Atkinson concluded, can be stabilized by the exercise of moral rather than physicay force in international relations.
The Chapel Choir sang "Send
Forth Thy Spirit" by Schuetky. The
student readings were given by
John Hoar, Eugenie Van de Water,
James Dean and Jean Densemore.
?an E. C. Nance will deliver the
sermon a t the Morning-Meditation
next Sunday.

A Communion Service was held
in the Frances Chape! of the
Knowles Memorial Chapel last
Sunday morning at eight o'clock,
Dean E. C. Nance officiated at the
service. The Communion Litany
was read by Lois S. Terry. The H:
tory of Copimunion was read by
Emily Graves.

HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP

JUNETTE
Junior Fashions
Hollywood designed
for snappy smartness of style, color
and material

COMPANY
Dry Good?
Ladies' Wear
Hamilton Hotel BIdg.

1939 Packard
Conv. Coupe

San Juan BIdg.

Orlando

Alpha Mu Chapter of Gamma
Phi Beta held an Open House in
the patio of Strong Hall last Sun
day evening from 7:30 to 10:30.
. Henry A. Strong, Miss Effie
Jane Buell, and Mrs. Frank Scott
received the guests. Punch and
cookies were served in the drawing

of 1938, she won the National Title
for Women for that year. She deBy TED PITMAN
fended this title in 1939 a t San
Big Ed Levy, God's gift to w
Francisco. This summer she will
again defend her national title at men, the theatre, and the spor
Syracuse, New York. She explain- world of Rollins, has final
ed that the National Association achieved his long-sought goal,
Board decided on the city where chance to play in big time ba
this meet will be held.
"Leffo" six feet five inches of poi
In giving the history of skeet. er behind the bat, has been ma!
Miss Laursen explained that com- ing his name heard around tl
petitors up to a year ago sought grapefruit league for three year
the greatest number of hits out of as well as thrilling the fans «
a hundred shots. But in recent Newark with his timely home run
years skeet has become so popular and his stellar play on the initi
there now being 20,000 registered
sack.
skeet shooters in America, that the
It is no wonder to us, his loy
National Skeet Association has set
250--shots as the goal to determine Rollins fans, that the Presidei
the best shot at skeet. If a tie oc- Gerald Nugent of the Philadelphi
., a skee-off of the two winners Nationals heard about this sens!
takes place, the best shot out of 25 tionally promising young playe
and decided to reward his effor
being declared champion.
by giving him a chance in the Sei
Miss Laursen uses a single barior Circuit.
el pump gun, which is a type
Ed went to the Phillies froi
She claims she is a poor shot a t any
stationary target, and also with a Newark, top farm team of the ii
pistol: "as you can see by the tricate and far reaching farm sy;
fact that I shot myself accidently tem of the Yankees in a deal thi
sent Infielder Jimmy Shill and a
the leg", she modestly ended.
unannounced sum of cash to th
:i. The "vie" and the latest re- Newark Club. The purchase wa
cordings furnished the music for on a condition basis that no salar
terms were discussed at this poin
dancing.

VIVIAN BOSWELL, operator
at the busy switchboard of
Chicago's Stevens Hotel,
largest in the world, takes
a out to enjoy a Chesterfield.

ANDY'S GARAGE
Church St.
DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

CAMPUS
BOOKSHOP

NEW LOCATION
Opposite Colony Theatre

(fl^^'A^i^lt^

1939 Buick Sedan .. $895

Frances Slater

should follow a policy of strict
(economic and military) isolation
towards all nations outside the
Western Hemisphere engaged in
armed international or civil conflict.
John Chalmers, a junior in the
science division at Dayton, and
Joseph Shimanek, a junior in the
college of engineering, who was
selected for Who's Who in American Universities and Colleges for
1940, upheld the affirmative sidi
while Bob Stonerock and Dwight
Johnston argued on the negative.
Much credit should be given to
Freeland Babcock, who under the
direction of Professor Pierce, has
arranged debates here on the campus with many colleges including
Emory University,
Washington
and Jefferson University, and the
University of Pennsylvania.
Lend your support to these student undertakings!

Chic Co-eds
choose . . .

BUICK OFFERS

Fishnet turbans — smart wraparound styles, or turbans already draped to put on. Beauty
and practicality — at $1

Dr. Hu Shih, in the course of
his address, pointed to the fact
that the League of Nations historically grew out of the movement for a "League to Enforce
Peace" which was started in Phildelphia 25 years ago by President Hamilton Holt of Rollins College. He said that the merit of
Dr. Holt's plan lay in the fact that
it placed great emphasis on the
enforcement" of peace, but that
the League of Nations had made
this enforcement so difficult and
complicated that it was well-nigh
impossible when put to a test.
At the beginning of his address,
the Ambassador traced the history
of the Sino-Japanese
conflict
which has now lasted eight years
and eight months. He showed how
closely it was integrated with othparts of this Second World
War during which one aggressor
after another has boldly invaded
weaker nation, and the world has
stood by, powerless to help, beie of the inadequacy of the
present World Order.

(Continued rrom l*age 1, Col. 4)

Speakers Talk on Isolation
Player Goes to Phillies Fro
necticut in 1938 and lost it in 1939.
Policy of United States
In Tulsa, Oklahoma, the summer Newark, Yankees' Farm Tea:

QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520
Park Ave.

R. F. Leedy

$19.95 "P

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 7)
responsibilities according to their
respective abilities?
"Third, a necessary corollary
from the idea of graded responsibility is the principle of Regional
Leadership and Cooperation. The
fatal mistake of the League of
Nations is that it could not effectively function even as a League
of Europe. Its premature pretensions as a World Government were
largely responsible for the failure
to set up regional machineries to
deal effectively with important local conflicts. The historic part
played by the United States in the
Wes/tern] Hemisphere best illustrates what I mean by the idea of
Regional Leadership and Cooperation."

Chapel Has Communion
Service

THE

Reefers — always popular — tailored
styles with slit back

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6,19^

University of Dayton Pat Laursen Explains Nugent's Nationals
Dr. Atkinson Gives
Chinese E n v o y
Speaks at Institute Debates at Rollins Interest In S k e e t
Purchase Ed Lev
Sermon on "Security"

PASTEL TWEED COATS
Lined and Unlined

SANDSPUR

$945

1938 Packard Coupe $645
1937 Chrysler
Conv. Sedan

When the dress buyers boarded
the train for a flying trip to the
New York markets, the realization
struck your roving reporter that
Easter Egg and Bunny Day is but
three weeks away. AU of which
simmers down to one thought
what shall I pin his gardenia
sage to when I go to church that
Sabbath day? . . . and oh me, oh
my, what srot of an inverted pieplate or flower-pot shall I perch
my freshly washed curls?
Your Easter frock simply must
be young and gay but not ingenue
. . . This special outfit will boast
new, easier lines through the waist
and a longer, slimmer torso, as
well as flared skirt from below the
hips. Incidentally, you will "priss"
down the avenue with your skirts
a little shorter than last year. The
"Nifty Approved" outfit for the
gala day is a many colored, allover
print date dress, a little spot of a
beflowered, beveiled and beribboned
hat, patent leather shoes and bag,
plus the final touch of white gloves.

1936 Pontiac Conv.
Coupe
$395

ORANGE-BUICK
COMPANY

T)if«4

333 No. Orange
Phone 5410

ToJays Defimfe/i/Milder
COOLER-SMOKING
BETTER-TASTING CIGARETTE

Stop a minute and think! What
of the avalanche of formal dances
and teas that trail the Lenten season ? There will be a heap of social
events in rapid succession, so "Specially for you" the dress buyers are
in New York. Right this minute,
unless they have taken time out for
a coke, they are selecting reams
and reams of darling dancing
frocks in prints, nets, chiffons and
piques to help you be your ethereal
self and float through the Spring
social season.
Seriously, tho' . , . this is a new
ason and if you expect to rate
your clothes have to be smooth,
flattering and appropriate . . . Get
busy, pep up that lagging wardrobe
. . . then watch your date book fill
to overflowing.

$645

ASK FOR CHESTERFIELD

Dickson-Ives

Call for all the good things you want
in a cigarette... Chesterfield has them.
COOLNESS...
MILDNESS...

Chesterfields are Cooler

Chesterfields are Definitely Milder

TASTE... Chesterfields Taste Better

In size, in shape, in the way they
burn, everything about Chesterfield
makes it the cigarette that satisfies. You

a

:ant buy a better cigarette.

LIGGETT & MYERS

esterfield

